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‘The best political book of the year’ Andrew Marr
‘A superb work of storytelling and reporting. Sets new
benchmark for the writing of contemporary political history’
Guardian
The only book to tell the full story of how and why Britain
voted to leave the EU.
This is the acclaimed inside story of the EU referendum in
2016 that takes you behind the scenes of the most
extraordinary episode in British politics since the Second
World War.
With unparalleled access to all key players, this is a story of
calculation, attempted coups and people torn between principles and loyalty. It is a book about our
leaders and their closest aides, the decisions they make, how and why they make them and how they
feel when they turn out to be so wrong.
In All Out War, Tim Shipman has written a political history that reads like a thriller, exploring how
and why David Cameron chose to take the biggest political gamble of his life, and why he lost.
Reviews
‘I can't imagine a more even-handed or better sourced, all points-of-view account of the biggest story
in British politics since WWII … A fine book’ ANDREW MARR, Sunday Times
'Shipman's dispatches are a must read if you want to understand what happened beneath the smog
and beyond the noise of the conflict’ NICK ROBINSON
‘Shipman is brilliantly qualified to write the inside story of the referendum, with his unrivalled
access to all the players’ JOHN RENTOUL
‘One of the best political journalists of his era … It’s impossible to fully comprehend what happened
on June 23 and the ensuing two weeks without reading this book … Brilliant’ – IAIN DALE, LBC
‘Shipman’s book is by far the best. It is a detailed, often pitch-perfect account that delivers the tale
with an infectious sense of human drama – no mean feat, given the task of completing the whole
thing so quickly’ JOHN HARRIS, New Statesman
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‘The essential account … Shipman has spoken to every key individual to produce the definitive first
draft of history, a comprehensive yet impartial study of how Brexit won’ Financial Times
‘Excellent … Shipman convincingly marshals fresh evidence to prove what we already half-knew’
WILL HUTTON, Observer
‘The best political book of the year was undoubtedly Tim Shipman’s masterly ‘All Out War’’ New
Statesman
‘Stonkingly good: if you’re vaguely interested in politics buy it. It won’t be bettered’ FRASER
NELSON
‘Thorough, comprehensive and utterly gripping. It is hard to imagine a better first draft of history’ –
Economist
‘Undoubtedly the British political book of the year’ ALEX MASSIE
‘Shipman, one of the most brilliant, best informed and well-connected journalists in Westminster,
has written a superlative book which does full justice to a momentous time’ PETER OBORNE
‘Don’t think any of the quotes do justice to quite how good it is. A superb work of reporting and
storytelling, and sets new benchmark for the writing of contemporary political history’ ANDREW
SPARROW
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PDF?. If you are areader who likes to download all out war Pdf to any kind of device,whether its your
laptop, Kindle or iPhone, there are more options now than ever before. Perhaps because of the
growing popularity of Kindle, or competitors like The Nook, or maybe just because people want
choices, it is now possible to get all out war Pdf and any kind of Ebook you want downloaded to
almost any kind of device!
Traditionalists may ask, what is so great about downloading all out war Pdf? You may think better
just to read all out war Pdf the old fashioned way you know, as in paperbacks or hardcovers? The
answer is that, while print books are great and will never become obsolete, there are definite
advantages to the electronic format. Let uslook at a few of these benefits.
For one thing, it is environmentally friendlier to read all out war electronically, as you are saving all
that paper. A related benefit is cost. It is much cheaper toread books that you download than to buy
them. If you read lots of books, it can be quite expensiveto buy them. Finally, all out war Pdf in
electronic format take uphardly any space. If you travel a lot, you can easily download all out war
Pdf to read on the plane or the commuter train, whereas print books are heavy and bulky.
Follow this link to read online and download all out war Pdf from our online library.
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